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Abstract. In this paper, the properties of the hysteretic media are investigated via the
virtual internal bond model (VIB) derived from the hyperelasticity with the
integration of the 6–12 Lennard-Jones atomic interacting potential.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The randomized cohesive interactions between material particles play an
important role in the predicting the dynamic fracture of materials [1]. A highly
promising virtual internal bond (VIB) model in the simulation of fracture was
proposed by [2–4] with the integration of the 6–12 Lennard-Jones atomic
interacting potential. The VIB model differs from an atomistic model in that a
cohesive force law is assumed to act between material particles which are not
necessarily atoms. It also differs from a cohesive surface model in that, rather than
imposing a cohesive law along a prescribed set of discrete surfaces, a randomized
network of cohesive bonds is incorporated into the constitutive law of the material
and the macroscopic collective behavior of this random bond network is obtained
through the so-called Cauchy-Born rule. This rule consists in equating the strain
energy function on the continuum level to the potential energy stored in the
cohesive bonds due to an imposed deformation [5, 6]. The VIB model is derived
from the hyperelastic principle [7] in order to integrate the macroscopic view of
cohesive surfaces dispersed in a continuum background with the atomistic view of
interatomic bonding.
In this paper, some properties of the hysteretic media are investigated by
using a VIB model. In recent years, the relevance of nonlinear elastic techniques in
the field of nondestructive evaluation (NDE) has been widely demonstrated [8, 9].
A 2D approach to the simulation of ultrasonic wave propagation in nonclassical
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nonlinear media is presented in [10]. The approach represents the extension to 2D
of a 1D Spring Model introduced in [11], with the inclusion of a Preisach–
Mayergoyz [12–15] space treatment of the interstitial regions between grains.
Recent development in the nonlinear theories has explored the general
hyperelasticity theory which includes both nonlinear kinematics and nonlinear
material behavior. The hyperelastic or Green elastic materials admit constitutive
relations derived from a strain energy density functions [16, 17]. The hyperelastic
material is a special case of a Cauchy elastic material [18–23]. All measures, such
as strains and stresses, defined for linear isotropic elastic solids have to be recast in
the context of a finite deformation theory. Details on the algorithms which can be
used for determination of the elastic and viscoelastic constants by using the
definition of the strain energy density function can be found in [24–31].
2. FORMULATION OF THE INTERNAL BOND MODEL
FOR HYPERELASTIC MEDIA

We consider a homogeneous, isotropic, hyperelastic body of volume Ω 0 in
the material or Lagrangean configuration and volume Ω in the spatial or Eulerian
configuration. The body has a microstructure consisting of internal cohesive bonds
between a network of randomly distributed material particles. The motion of the
body may be described by the mapping

x = χ( X, t ) ,

(1)

where x = ( x1 , x 2 , x3 ) is the position vector in the Eulerian configuration of the
place occupied by the particle X = ( X 1 , X 3 , X 3 ) in the Lagrangean configuration.
The mapping defined by a motion at any fixed time is called a deformation.
Differentiating (1) for t = const., it comes:

dx = FdX , F = grad χ(X, t ) ,

(2)

where F is the deformation gradient, which can be expressed by F = 1 + H , where
H = grad u(x, t ) is the displacement gradient and u( x, t ) the displacement vector.
Since χ is one-to one, J = det F > 0 . Let denote rij(0) = rij(0)n ij(0) the position vector
of the bond between two material particles i and j , prior to deformation, with
rij(0) the underformed bond length rij(0) =| ri − r j | , where ri and r j are the

positions vectors of the particle i and j . The n ij(0) is the unit vector. For particles
i and j , the vector rij of the current bond after the deformation, becomes

rij = Frij(0) .

(3)
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The current length rij of the bond is
rij (D) = rij rij = rij(0) 1 + 2n ij(0) Dn ij(0) ,

(4)

1
where D = (F T F − 1) is the finite strain tensor (Lagrangian strain tensor). An
2
1
equivalent expression for D is: D = H + H T + HH T . In continuum mechanics,
2
the total potential energy of the body is the integration over the volume V0 of the
strain energy density W ( D) :

(

E tot =

)

∫ W (D)dΩ .

(5)

Ω0

If the body is assumed to be consisted by a network of randomly distributed
material particles, the total energy of the body admits the form

E tot =

∑ Ei ,

(6)

i

where E k is the energy of the i th material particle. The energy of the material
particle i is defined by the internal cohesive bonds between this particle and its
neighbour particles j [32]:

Ei =

1
2

∑Vij (rij , rij(0) ) ,

(7)

j ≠i

where Vij is the pair potential of the bond between material particles i and j. To
describe the energy stored in the bond between two particles, we use the 6-12
Lennard-Jones potential [33,34]:

Vij (rij , rij(0) )

 (0)
rij
= Vij 0 
 r
 ij






12

 rij(0) 

− 2
 rij 



6

,



(8)

where rij is the current stretch length of the bond in the arbitrary direction n ij(0) ,
and rij(0) the undeformed bond length. By using (4), the expression (8) becomes:


1
Vij (D) = Vij 0 

(0)
(0)
 1 + 2n ij Dn ij
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From (5) we express the strain energy density W ( D) as
W (D) =

1
1
Etot = C ijkl Dij Dkl ,
2!
Ω0

(10)

where C ijkl are the second-order elastic constants. By using (10), for given C ijkl
we can estimate the number of particle i needed to calculate (6) and the constants
Vij 0 from (8). The nonlinear constitutive equation of elastic materials can be
written as [35]:
S=F

∂W (D)
,
∂D

(11)

where S is the first Piola-Kirchhoff tensor related to the viscoelastic stress tensor
T by: S = JTF − T . The equation of motion can be written as:
∂

1 + µ v 
∂t 


∑
m

∂S km (χ( X, t ))
∂ 2 χ( X, t )
,
= ρ0
∂X m
∂t 2

(12)

with ρ 0 = ρJ the density of the undeformed material, χ( X, t ) given by (1) and µ v
is the coefficient of viscosity.
To understand the VIB model we present in the following the 1D case for
∂χ
x = χ( X , t ) and we can define χ :[0,1] → R , F ( X ) =
> 0 . Let L be the length
∂X
of the underformed bond when unstretched, l the current length of the bond, and
ξ the arbitrary bond orientation. Then, the stretch of an atomic bond from the
undeformed bond in an arbitrary direction ξ can be expressed by (3) and (4) as [4]

l = LF ,

F = 1 + 2ξ Τ Dξ ,

where F is the 1D deformation gradient which maps the distance between
particles from the reference L to the current l state. The 6–12 Lennard-Jones
potential (8) and (9) can be written as
12
6



 
1
1
 − 2
 .
V (D) = V0 
 1 + 2ξ Τ Dξ 
 1 + 2ξ Τ Dξ  


 


The equation of motion (12) can be written as
∂
∂X

  ∂χ
σ 
  ∂X

∂ 3χ
∂ 2χ

+
µ
=
ρ
,
v
0

∂t ∂ 2 X
∂t 2
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1 
 ∂χ 
 1
where σ 
 = 12α  7 − 13  , with α a constant and v( X , t ) the velocity.
F 
 ∂X 
F
The boundary conditions and the initial conditions are:
χ(0, t ) = 0 , χ(1, t ) = a , χ( X ,0) = χ 0 ( X ) ,

∂χ
( X ,0) = v 0 ( X ) .
∂t

For a thermo-hyperelastic material, we must define four constitutive laws
giving the strain energy density W ( D) , the first Piola-Kirchhoff tensor S related
by the viscoelastic stress tensor T by S = JTF − T , the specific entropy η and the
heat flux q at each material point X in terms of the finite strain tensor
1
D = (F T F − 1) , the absolute temperature θ and the temperature gradient
2
g = Grad θ at X , as follows:
W=

1
∂W (D, θ, g)
,
Etot = W (D, θ, g) , S = S(D, θ, g) = F
∂D
Ω0

η = η(D, θ, g) = −

∂W (D, θ, g)
, q = q(D, θ, g) ,
∂θ

(13)

where the heat flux must obey the heat conduction inequality q( D, θ, g ) grad θ ≤ 0 .
3. THE VIB EQUATION WITH HYSTERESIS

Let us consider a system whose state is characterized by two scalar variables,
u and w , confined to a set L ⊂ R 2 . Assume that ∀t ∈ [0, T ] , the function w(t )
depends on the previous evolution of u (memory effect) and on the initial state w0 ,
such as:

w(t ) = A(u , w0 )(t ) , ∀t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(14)

where A(u , w0 ) is a memory operator defined in a Banach space of time-dependent
functions. If (u (0), w0 ) ∈ L then A(u , w0 )(0) = w0 . The memory operator is causal,
∀(u1 , w0 ),(u 2 , w0 ) ∈ D( A)
u1 = u 2
with
in
[0, T ] ,
then
A(u1 , w0 )(t ) = A(u 2 , w0 )(t ) .
Equation (14) can exhibit singularities in a finite time. The generalized
concept of weak solutions with allowed discontinuities must be defined in order to
be able to obtain the solutions of a given PDEs [36–39].
A discontinuous hysteresis operator is the relay operator [40–43]:
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Definition of the Relay Operator (Visintin). Let us denote by C r0 ([0, T ]) the
space of continuous functions on the right in [0, T ] . For any pair ρ := (ρ1 , ρ 2 ) ∈ R 2
the (delayed) relay operator is defined as

hρ : C 0 ([0, T ]) × {−1, 1} → BV (0, T ) ∩ C r0 ([0, T ]) .

(15)

Fig. 1 – Relay operator.

The operator hρ is not closed. For any u ∈ C 0 ([0, T ]) and ∀ξ ∈{−1, 1} , we
set

X t := {τ∈]0, t ]: u ( τ) = ρ1 or ρ 2 } ,
for any t ∈[0, T], and define the function w = hρ (u, ξ) :[0, T ] → {−1, 1} as follows:
 −1 if u (0) ≤ ρ1 ,

w(0) := ξ if ρ1 < u (0) ≤ ρ 2 ,
 1 if u (0) ≥ ρ ,
2


(16)

 −1 if X t ≠ ∅ and u (max X t ) = ρ1 ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
w(t ) := 
1 if X t ≠ ∅ and u (max X t ) = ρ 2 ,


(17)

with w(t ) = w(0) if X t = ∅ . The conditions (14) and (15) assure the uniqueness
of w in [0, T]. The jumps of w up to 1 and down to −1 are illustrated in Fig.1.
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In order to associate the relay operator to PDEs, it is of interest to deal with
the closure of (15). The relay operator has to be extended by allowing w to have
intermediate values between −1 and 1.
Therefore, for any u ∈ C 0 ([T ]) and ξ ∈ [−1, 1] , a set w ∈ k ρ (u , ξ) is
introduced if and only if w is measurable in [0, T ] and
if u (0) < ρ1 ,
 −1
 {−1, ξ] if u (0) = ρ ,
1

w(0) = ξ if ρ1 < u (0) < ρ 2 ,
 [ξ,1] if u (0) = ρ ,
2

if u (0) > ρ 2 ,
 1

(18)

−1 if u (t ) < ρ1 ,


w(t ) := [−1, 1] if ρ1 ≤ u (t ) ≤ ρ 2 ,

1 if u (0) > ρ 2 ,


(19)

with additional remarks: (i) if u (t ) ≠ ρ1 , ρ 2 then w is constant in a neighbourhood
of t ; (ii) if u (t ) = ρ1 then w is nonincreasing in a neighbourhood of t ; and if
u (t ) = ρ 2 then w is nondecreasing in a neighbourhood of t .
So, the function w ∈ BV (0, T ) exists for
k ρ : C 0 ([0, T ]) × {−1, 1} → P ( BV (0, T )) .

(20)

The equation VIB (12) with hysteresis can be written as
∂

1 + µ v 
∂t 


∑
m

∂S km (χ( X, t ))
∂ 2 χ( X, t )
,
= ρ0
∂X m
∂t 2

(21)

χ( X, t ) = u ( X, t ) + w( X, t ) ,
with ρ 0 = ρJ the density of the undeformed material, χ( X, t ) given by (1), µ v is
the coefficient of viscosity, and

w( X, t ) = A(u ( X, t ), w0 ) , w,t ∈ φ(u , w) , w( X, 0) = w0 ( X) in (0, T ) ,

(22)

where γ l (u ) = u + r , γ r (u ) = u − r , with r ≥ 0 a parameter, u (t ) a continuous
input function on [0, T ] and wr 0 ∈ [−r , r ] an initial state, and
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{∞} if w < inf γ r (u ),

 [0, +∞] if w ∈ γ (u ) \ γ (u ),
r
l

{0} if sup γ r (u ) < w < inf γ l (u ),
φ(u , w) = 
 [−∞,0] if w ∈ γ l (u ) \ γ r (u ),

{−∞} if w > sup γ r (u ),

[−∞, +∞] if w ∈ γ l (u ) ∩ γ r (u ).

8

(23)

4. APPLICATIONS

The first example is a virtual experiment performed on an AlMgSi aluminium
alloy plate 10×5 cm 2 [10] with elastic constants C iiii = 110.5 GPa,
λ = C iijj = 58.5 GPa,

µ = C ijij = 26 GPa, density

ρ 0 = 2,700 kg/m 3

and the

coefficient of viscosity µ v = 0.1 kg/ms.

Fig. 2 – Stress-strain loop for the aluminium alloy.

The numerical experiments suggest that the viscosity cannot be too small in
order to control the stability of the problem. We inject a cycle longitudinal
sinusoidal plane wave from the left side of the specimen with frequency 0.6 MHz
and amplitude set in order to give a strain of the order of 10 −9 m. Fig. 2 presents a
stable stress-strain hysteresis loop, measured at different values of strain amplitude,
plotted in relative coordinates corresponding to a translation of the loops ascending
branches in such a way that their tips coincide at the positions of the load reversal
in compression. Fig. 3 illustrates the 3D plots of the wave amplitude with various
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wave fronts. The results agree with results reported in [10] based on an extension
to 2D of the 1D Spring Model. However, it is necessary to perform quantitative
comparisons with the experimental results, in order to confirm the predictive value
of the model, either in its simplified 1D form or in a more general 2D or 3D
version.

Fig. 3 – 3D plots of the wave amplitude.

The second example concerns a virtual experiment performed on a NiTi
ribbon of length = 1 m, width = 0.1 m and thickness = 1.27×10 −3 m, with elastic
constants λ A, M = C iijj = 28.26 GPa, µ A, M = C ijij = 18.85 GPa ( A counts for the
austenite and M for the martensite), density ρ 0 = 6,450 kg/m 3 , coefficient of
linear thermal expansion 12.5×10 −6 1/ °C for both phases, thermal conductivity
18 W/m °C for austenite and 8.5 W/m °C for martensite, slope of stress versus
temperature 13.5 MPa/ °C for both phases, the heat capacity = 5.44×10 6 °C J m −3
and the coefficient of viscosity µ v = 0.
Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are materials capable of very large recoverable
inelastic strain (of the order of 10 %). The source of this mechanical behaviour is a
crystalline phase transformation between the austenite (A) and martensite (M).
There are two main phases associated with the shape memory effect, austenite at
the high temperature phase and martensite, at the low temperature phase [44]. The
input variable is temperature T (t ) and the output is the strain ε(t ) . Fig. 4 shows
the major loop of a NiTi sample obtained by applying the VIB model. Fig. 4 also
shows the experimental and theoretical results obtained by Ktena and Manassis
[45] via the Preisach formalism. From Fig. 4 we can conclude that VIB is a good
model.
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Fig. 4 – Hysteresis major loop for a NiTi ribbon.

The last example is a virtual experiment performed on the cyclic twisting of a
cylindrical rubber membrane. Both edges of the cylinder are attached to rigid discs
as depicted in Fig. 5. The height of the cylinder remains constant during the
rotation of the lower disc. The diameter of the membrane is D = 100 mm, the
height H = 300 mm, the thickness h = 0.1 mm, λ = C iijj = 0.0577 GPa,
µ = C ijij = 0.0385 GPa, the density ρ 0 = 1,100 kg/m 3 and the coefficient of

viscosity µ v = 0.1 kg/ms.

Fig. 5 – The scheme of the twist of a cylindrical rubber membrane.
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Fig. 6 shows the major loop of the membrane obtained by applying the VIB
model. One of the peculiarities of this hysteresis is the non-monotonic shape. At a
certain value of the strain, the stress is decreasing rather than increasing. The
material becomes more compliant and further deformation appears without raising
the stress. Finally, the stress stabilizes and then starts increasing again, indicating
less compliance to deformation. This apparent strain hardening is attributed to
crystalization phenomena in rubber-like materials. Similar shapes for hysteresis
loops are found in [46] for natural latex and rubbers-like materials.

Fig. 6 – Stress-strain loop for cylindrical rubber membrane.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the hysteretic media are investigated by using a virtual internal
bond model (VIB) derived from the hyperelasticity with the integration of the 6–12
Lennard–Jones atomic interacting potential. In this model the cohesive forces are
assumed to act between material particles which are not necessarily atoms. A
randomized network of cohesive bonds is incorporated into the constitutive law of
the material and the macroscopic collective behavior of this random bond network
is obtained through the so-called Cauchy–Born rule. The VIB model is derived
from the hyperelastic principle in order to integrate the macroscopic view of
cohesive surfaces dispersed in a continuum background with the atomistic view of
interatomic bonding. Three virtual experiments are performed for different
materials, such as the aluminium alloy, the NiTi shape memory alloys and rubbers.
The intention of this paper was to gain an insight of the interaction
mechanisms involved in the hysteresis phenomena. We can conclude that the
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hysteresis behaviour of materials is modelled accurately, and the computational
tool is easy and efficient to be applied.
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